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Dreams Come to Life in Mareck Dance's Fall Performance 'Elevate'

COLUMBIA, MO – 10/9/23 – Mareck Dance is thrilled to announce its highly anticipated 18th
Annual Fall Performance, 'Elevate.' This captivating event will take place on November 3rd and
4th, 2023, at the historic Missouri Theatre, presented by the University Concert Series.

‘Elevate’ is set to continue Mareck Dance’s tradition of
pushing the boundaries of contemporary ballet and will
include world premiers created by an extraordinary group of
choreographers. Along with Artistic/Executive Director Karen
Mareck Grundy, the lineup features Resident Choreographer
Kristopher Estes-Brown, Company Dancer Nathan
Crewe-Kluge, and Guest Choreographer Colby Damon.

Damon's visionary choreography takes audiences on a
journey through the realms of dreams and fantasy. In a novel
approach to artistic expression, Damon collaborated closely
with the dancers, drawing inspiration from their recurring
dreams. "Dreamscapes provide a fascinating narrative arc
that resonates individually and universally," Damon explains.
"Almost everyone has experienced dreams filled with
running, mysterious figures, giant objects, or peculiar family members acting strangely."

As dreams blend with reality on the stage, 'Rosie in
My Dreams' promises to transport spectators to a
world where imagination knows no bounds.

In an evening that promises to enchant and captivate,
Mareck Dance invites you to embark on a unique
journey that transcends artistry and leaves a lasting
imprint on your soul. Do not miss the extraordinary
Mareck Dance 18th Annual Fall Performance,
'Elevate,' where Colby Damon's dreamscapes take
center stage, bringing dreams vividly to life.



Photo: (Left to Right) Alec Roth (Below) Elise Mosbacher, Natha Crew-Kluge, Victoria
VanderPlas, and Kendall Lademann rehearse for Colby Damon's new piece 'Rosie in My
Dreams.’

Ticket Information: Concertseries.org
Date: November 3rd & 4th, 2023
Time: 7 p.m.
Venue: Missouri Theatre
Presented by: University Concert Series

Tickets for 'Elevate' can be purchased online at [Website] or at the Missouri Theatre box office.
Early ticket reservations are recommended to secure the best seats for this unforgettable
evening.

Media are invited to connect with Jacob Faber for access to choreographers, dancers,
hi-resolution images and other assets.


